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[Theme]
- A photograph that can arouse the desire to visit the National Museum of Korea.

[Entry Requirements]
- During the entry period from March 21st to June 30th in 2021, you are required to 
visit the National Museum of Korea; take photos inside, outside or around the       
Museum; and submit single work of yours. 
- There are no limits of objects. Any photography of people, exhibits, museum       
events, and/or museum landscape are acceptable.

Participant
- Open to anyone who loves the National Museum of Korea 
- Any and all domestic residents and foreign nationals are welcome.

When to Submit
- From Monday, March 1 to Wednesday, June. 30, 2021 / For 4 months

Where to Submit
- Please submit your entry online to “The 2021 NMK Photography Contest” on the   
National Museum of Korea website. 

How to Submit
- A digital work can be submitted. However, graphic composite works are not        
allowed.
- No restrictions on the type of shooting device. So cell phones, action cameras and  
film cameras are all acceptable.
- In the case of a prize-winning photographic work, it will be required to submit the  
original, over 3,000 pixels based on the long side.
- Please fill out the application form on the contest application page and upload one  
image file less than 10 MB.

How to Select
- Comprehensive jury shall be conducted on the suitability of the aforementioned     
theme, creativity and artistry.
※ The 30 final prize-winning works will include 20% or more of photographs of      
foreign participants.

When to announce the Winners
It will be in August 2021, after a total of 30 people would be selected.



Prizes for 30 Winners
- (1 Grand Prize) Seoul Dragon City Novotel Blue Membership, Cultural Goods Set  
of National Museum (Worth about ￦700,000)
- (3 Gold Prizes) Seoul Dragon City Novotel Blue Membership, Cultural Goods Set   
of National Museum (Worth about ￦500,000)
- (5 Silver Prizes) Seoul Dragon City Ibis Style Green Membership,  Cultural Goods  
Set of National Museum (Worth about ￦400,000)
- (7 Bronze Prizes) Cultural Goods Set of National Museum (Worth about ￦200,000)
- (14 Entry Prizes) Cultural Goods Set of National Museum (Worth about ￦100,000)

Entry Terms
- Applicants must take pictures by themselves, and only a work that owns the  
copyright can be submitted. Even if the  photographic work is awarded, the 
copyright is still held by the entrants.

- Prize winners shall give consent to the National Museum of Korea for 
exclusive use of the copyright of the winning works, and the National 
Museum of Korea can freely use the winning works for marketing purposes 
(production, reproduction, distribution: the National Museum of Korea’s website, 
SNS, advertisement, printing Etc.), and also the National Museum of Korea 
shall have rights to change all or part of the winning works within the scope 
of the business purpose. Any applicants who do not agree to the terms will 
be excluded from the winner list. (The award decision can be cancelled).

- In any case, any prize winning works or imitation works from other 
competitions shall be excluded from the selection of winners. (The award 
decision can be cancelled.) In the event of a copyright dispute over the 
aforementioned entries, the National Museum of Korea is not liable for any 
legal responsibility. (The copyright is not owned by the National Museum of 
Korea).

- The prize winners shall not infringe on the exclusive use rights of the 
National Museum of Korea, such as transferring the copyright of the winning 
work to a third party, or granting permission to use the copyright of the 
winning work other than by the National Museum of Korea.

- When submitting aerial photography work by drone, applicants shall obtain 
any and all permission and/or approval and also abide by any and all 
requirements required by the authority accordingly to the Aviation Safety Act. 
It is the applicant who shall be responsible for all legal responsibility for the 
shooting. Works that do not comply with the above may be excluded from the 
winner. (The award decision can be cancelled).

- Any entries that have not been awarded will be discarded within 3 months 
from the end of the competition.

 ※ Email inquiry is available: jysong89@korea.kr


